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Transformations in
Deuteronomistic and Biblical Historiography
On «Book-Finding» and other Literary Strategies

By Thomas C. Römer

(University, BFSH 2, CH-1015 Lausanne)

According to biblical tradition there was a united kingdom under
David and Solomon. Under their epigons this kingdom splitted up into
North and South.

Following Martin Noth's reign, there existed one whole deuteronomis-
mistic history (DH). Under his epigons this history splitted up according
to Cross or Smend, which brought forth two important transformations
of Noth's original Deuteronomist. In the States the Deuteronomist
mainly became jiosanic and was completed by some exilic additions, in
Germany the Dtr. was multiplied by three or more authors and redactors
working in the exilic and post-exilic period. The discussion between
these two conceptions often came close to a sort of religious war, and
only in the last years a few voices arose arguing for a conciliation,
as for instance Lohfink's or McKenzie's. So many histories of research
have been written on this topic that I do not intend here to undertake a
new one.

We may mention Thompson's critics regarding the idea of dtr. historiography. If we take historiography in the Greek sense of «enquiry

---
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